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The complicated shape of aircraft landing gears results in strong turbulent noise and has 

been the recent focus towards airframe noise reduction. An air curtain can be applied to 

add a blowing jet to deflect the incoming upstream flow speed around the landing gear 

to reduce its aerodynamic noise. However, the impact between the incoming airflow and 

the air curtain can be a new source of noise. Therefore, a double-jet air curtain was 

proposed. In this study, two rods were chosen to be the bluff body noise source, so as to 

experimentally study the feasibility of noise reduction by a double-jet configuration 

curtain application. Specifically, a secondary air curtain with lower velocity was set 

upstream to the primary one. Flow visualizations were chosen to define the noise source 

setup. Noise spectra of single-jet configuration firmly validated that air curtain can 

notably reduce the test body noise. However, the air curtain generates noise at some 

frequencies. For the double-jet configuration, the spectral analysis proved that the 

secondary air curtain contributes to reduce the noise due to the impact of the primary air 

curtain and the upstream flow. But it causes some noise in frequency range of over 10 

kHz. However, this noise is much lower than the single-jet configuration. This verified 

the superiority of double-jet configuration to reduce the landing gear noise. In addition, 

some further study was proposed. 

1. Introduction

The Landing gear comprises of complex components, and is also primarily designed to 

support the load of an aircraft. These components which are exposed to the airflow while in 

motion, generates large scale turbulent aerodynamic noise on account of shear flow separation, 

and vortex shedding. Statistically, landing gear noise contributes up to 30% of the overall noise 

propagated by an aircraft during take-off and approach phase1. Therefore, techniques, e.g. 

fairings2, 3, meshes4, wheel hub caps5 etc., have been proposed and some of them have been 

applied towards landing gear noise reduction. 

Air curtain, which has been applied in various engineering fields, e.g. area confinement6, 

biological safety7, smoke confinement8, was firstly proposed to reduce the landing gear noise 

in the year of 2004 by Wickerhoff etc.9 This technique is to apply an upstream blowing air to 
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deflect the flow around the landing gear components, therefore reducing the local flow speeds 

impinging on the landing gear and subsequently the aerodynamically generated noise10. 

However, when the air curtain as a planar jet impacts and interacts with the mainflow, it 

generates noise which can become a notable source instead of landing gear10. Considering the 

potentials of its application towards landing gear noise reduction, the noise generated by the 

air curtain and main flow impact should be reduced. 

In this paper, a double-jet configuration air curtain was proposed to optimize the application 

of landing gear noise reduction. Specifically, instead of a single-jet configuration, a secondary 

air curtain with lower flow speed was set upstream to the primary one to reduce its noise. To 

validate this proposed concept, experimental tests were performed and the results were 

analysed to draw conclusions. 

2. Experimental facilities, techniques and test programmes

2.1 Facilities 

2.1.1 Experimental rig 

The experimental rig consists of a low speed crossflow wind tunnel, air curtain facilities and 

a test platform. In order to acquire constant crossflow, a low speed wind tunnel was built. The 

crossflow is powered by a 5.5kW centrifugal blower and is discharged from the nozzle 

connected to a plenum. The nozzle outlet section is 7.5cm7.5cm. To ensure low turbulence 

intensity in the nozzle exit and to uncouple the flow from the centrifugal blower, a series of 

honeycomb screens inside the plenum are used. The velocity of the crossflow is controllable 

by adjusting the inlet area of the blower. Likewise, the air curtain is powered by a 2.2kW blower 

discharged into the crossflow from a plenum through the outlet slot, whose width is 10mm. 

Two slots are used in the double air curtain setup.  

2.1.2 Noise source 

To experimentally simulate the landing gear noise generation, the noise source was chosen 

as two rods with a small gap between. The diameter of the rod is 5mm. The rods causes flow 

separation behind them and the thread on their surface enhances transition and consequently 

results in more turbulence. In addition, two rods with small gap between them experimentally 

turned out to be nosier than single rod or two rods without gap. The width of the air curtain 

outlet was 10mm, regardless of single-jet or double-jet configuration. For the double-jet case, 

the distance between the two air curtains was 50mm. However, the distance to air curtain outlet 

(d) and the height to platform (h) were to be chosen based test results.  

Figure 1. Rods configuration 

d 
h 
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2.2 Measureable flow visualization 

2.2.1 Set-up 

In fluid dynamics, flow visualization, e.g. surface flow visualization, particle tracer 

methods, optical methods etc., is used to make flow patterns visible so that qualitative or 

quantitative information can be acquired. In this study the laser based flow visualization was 

adopted. Specifically, seeding was added to the flow to visualize the jet spreading with a sheet 

of laser light during the test. The laser sheet was generated by a laser pointer and the sheet 

former concave lens (Figure2). A Nikon D3300 camera was utilized to capture the jet spreading 

with seeding. 

Figure2. Schematic of the flow visualization setting-up 

2.2.2 Photo calibration 

In order to do geometrically quantitative measurement of the air curtain, the photo 

calibration was performed. Firstly, the camera was fixed on the tripod horizontally, which 

allowed the focal plane to be parallel to the laser sheet. After being focused on the laser sheet, 

the camera took a calibration photo, in which there was a cube with dimensions 

200mm 10mm (Figure 3). The top edge of the cube is 200mm, and the total pixel number 

corresponding to it is 3490. Therefore, a simple division can help get the resolution of the 

calibration photo, which is identical with the photos of the jet, i.e. 19.2p/mm. With this 

resolution, every point can be coordinately oriented when the origin is defined. 

Figure 3. Calibration reference photo for flow visualization 

2.3 Test programmes 

In the test, the velocity of the mainflow and the primary air curtain were controlled to be 

50m/s and 55m/s in both single-jet and double-jet cases. And the secondary air curtain velocity 

was 45m/s. 

As the aerodynamic shield from the mainflow towards the rods, is provided by air curtain, 

the configuration of the rods in terms of distance and height with respect to the air curtain slot 

was set based on the flow visualization results. As is shown in Figure 4(a), the seeding injected 
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into the air curtain flow can visualize the spreading of the jet. The yellow curve inside picture 

illustrates the boundary of the jet. Obviously, the area below the curve drawn in the graph can 

be shielded by the air curtain and as a consequence, the rods can be put inside it. Figure 4(b) is 

the spreading for double-jet configuration, in which the yellow curve is identical with the one 

in the single-jet case. Obviously, the height of the shield area behind the main jet is increased. 

In addition, the width of the spreading was extended.  

Therefore, the rods would be put 60mm behind the upstream edge of air curtain outlet slot 

and 10mm higher above the platform. This position enables both the single-jet and double-jet 

air curtain to fully shield the rods.  

For the single-jet and double-jet configuration, three tests were performed. Specifically, 

mainflow and rods without air curtain, mainflow and rods with air curtain and mainflow with 

air curtain only. 

(a) Single-jet 

(b) Double-jet 

Figure 4. Flow visualization results 

3. Spectrum analysis

3.1 Principles 

Noise spectrum was chosen to do the data analysis, which is based on PSD (Power Spectral 

Density) theory11. Random functions are generally not periodic and the determination of its 

continuous frequency spectrum requires the use of the Fourier integral:

(1)     2j ftx t X f e df




 

This integral can be regarded as a summation of the continuous sinusoids spectrum. The 

quantity 𝑋(𝑓), called Fourier Transform of 𝑥(𝑡), is a complex quantity which is a continuous 

function of 𝑓 from −∞ to ∞. It represents the harmonic components and can be obtained by: 
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(2)     2j ftX f x t e dt






 

Considering a finite time interval  (0, 𝑇), the finite-range Fourier Transform is defined as: 

(3)     2, j ftX f T x t e dt






 

However, for a discrete record, where 𝑥(𝑡) is sampled at 𝑁 equally spaced points with a time 

interval,𝛥𝑡, the Fourier Transform is calculated as: 
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Moreover, the frequency composition of a random function 𝑥(𝑡) can be described as the mean 

square value 𝜓𝑥
2 in terms of the spectral density. The mean square value of a periodic time

function is the sum of the mean square value of the individual harmonic components, which is 

presented as: 
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𝑃𝑥𝑥(𝑓𝑘) = 𝐸[(𝑐𝑛)2] is defined as the Power Spectrum, which represents the contribution to the

mean square in the frequency interval 𝛥𝑓. Therefore 
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The discrete Power Spectral Density 𝑆𝑥𝑥(𝑓𝑘) (PSD) is the Power Spectrum divided by the

frequency interval 𝛥𝑓: 
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Rearranging: 

(8) 
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Considering random functions which are not periodic, it is possible to extend the discrete form 

above to infinity so that the continuous frequency spectrum with 𝛥𝑓 → ∞ is: 

(9)  2  x xx kS f df




 

In order to express this mean square value in terms of the Fourier Transform, the Parceval’s 

theorem is used: 
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With the two equations above, the relationship between the PSD and the Fourier transform is 

obtained. In order to calculate the dB spectrum (the units of the PSD is  
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠2

𝐻𝑧
), the PSD is 

multiplied by the frequency resolution and the square root is calculated, i.e. 𝑆𝑥𝑥(𝑓𝑘) =

√𝑃𝑥𝑥(𝑓𝑘) ∗ 𝛥𝑓. Thus,

(11)  
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where 
 52 10 Pa is the reference sound pressure. 
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3.2  Results 

(a).(0kHz, 20khz) (b). (1kHz, 1.6kHz) 

Figure 5 Single-jet air curtain configuration 

Figure 5 shows the spectral results for different cases of the single-jet air curtain 

configuration. As is illustrated in Figure 5 (a), when the single-jet air curtain was turned on, 

the noise was remarkably reduced, which verified the potential of air curtain for landing gear 

noise reduction. In addition, one extra case for mainflow and air curtain without rods was 

performed. Compared with the one with rods, it was much quieter and the difference was 

notable in the results shown. As the only condition that changed here was the existence of rods, 

the rods still generated noise with the air curtain on. Consequently, further reduction can be 

achieved if more techniques are applied. When zoomed in to the range between 1kHz and 

1.6kHz, as Figure 5 (b) shows, the Spectral of both cases with air curtain overlapped. More 

importantly, the SPL is higher than that of the case without air curtain. Therefore, it is 

concluded that the aerodynamic noise caused by the interaction of the air curtain and mainflow 

can be a noise source, which further validates the results of tests by Oerlemans et al10  and can 

be very noisy. 

(a).(0kHz, 20khz) (b). (1kHz, 1.6kHz) 

Figure 6 Double-jet air curtain configuration 

In order to reduce the aerodynamic noise that the air curtain caused, another upstream air 

curtain with lower speed was proposed, i.e. the secondary air curtain. The flow visualization 

proved that the shield height of the primary curtain can be increased with the secondary air 

curtain. As for the noise reduction, as Figure 6 (a) shows, the SPL was lower in most of the 

frequency range. In addition, in the range of 1kHz to 1.6kHz, it is obvious that the noise was 

lower than the single-jet configuration, which validated the feasibility of the double-jet 

configuration for the noise reduction of the primary air curtain.  
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 7 Comparison between single-jet and double-jet configurations 

Figure 7 shows the comparison between the spectral analysis of both single-jet and double-

jet configurations. In the low frequency range, the SPL of single-jet configuration is lower than 

the double-jet, which can be explained by the noise reduction from rods and from air curtain. 

However, the SPL of double-jet air curtain is higher in the high frequency range, which is 

approximately from 10 to 20 kHz and is probably caused by intersection of two air curtains. 

The overall noise level in high frequency is still lower than low frequency range. Despite the 

interaction of two air curtains, which can cause noise increase in some frequency range, the 

noise is still lower. In conclusion, double-jet configuration is superior to the single-jet. More 

experiments to further validate this will be subsequently performed. 

4 Conclusions and future work 

This study relates to the technique of landing gear noise reduction by air curtain. In order to 

reduce the noise that is generated when the primary air curtain and main flow interact, a double-

jet configuration was proposed. Experiments were performed to validate its application, in 

which two rods were chosen to be the noise source and both single-jet air curtain and double-

jet air curtain tests were independently conducted. In the tests, the primary air curtain velocity 

was controlled to be fixed and a secondary air curtain was put upstream to the primary one with 

a lower velocity.  

The noise spectra from test results showed that the air curtain can notably reduce noise, 

which agrees to the potential application of air curtain for landing gear noise reduction. 

However, as a jet, it can generate noise at some frequencies. Furthermore, secondary air curtain 

can reduce the noise that the primary one generates, but some new noise will be emitted in 

other frequencies, but lower, which can be explained by the interaction of the two air curtains, 

etc.  Therefore, the superiority of the double-jet configuration was tested and shown. For future 
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work, more investigations can be performed, e.g. the fundamental factors that affects the air 

curtain noise, the shield improvement given from secondary air curtain to the preliminary one 

etc. 
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